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Abstract 
Guaiana, G., A. Restivo and S. Salemi, Star-free trace languages, Theoretical Computer Science 97 
(1992) 301-311. 
Generalizing a classical result of Schiitzenberger to free partially commutative monoids, we prove 
that the family of star-free trace languages coincides with the family of aperiodic trace languages. 
1. Introduction 
The free partially commutative monoids (f.p.c.m for short) were first introduced by 
Cartier and Foata [4] in 1969 in order to solve some problems of rearrangements of 
words. From another point of view the f.p.c.m. have been extensively studied as 
models to describe the behaviour of concurrent systems. This dates back to the work 
of Mazurkiewicz [14] who gave the name traces to the elements of these monoids, 
defining a trace as an equivalence class of words over a given alphabet, whose words 
differ only in the commutation of some letters. Then a theory of trace languages, the 
subsets of the f.p.c.m., arose as a generalization of the classical theory of formal 
languages. Let us refer to [l, 5, 171 for overviews, or to [S] for a monograph. 
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Like in the free monoid, recognizable trace languages constitute the basic family of 
trace languages since they describe the behaviour of finite-state systems. 
If we consider a finitely generated free monoid, Kleene’s theorem states the 
equivalence between the two fundamental families of recognizable languages 
and rational languages. But this theorem cannot be extended to arbitrary 
monoids, in the sense that, in general, there is no relation of inclusion between 
the families of recognizable subsets and rational subsets of a monoid M. For 
instance, Kleene’s theorem cannot be extended to free partially commutative 
monoids. 
In a finitely generated free monoid, two other important families of languages are 
those of star-free languages and aperiodic (or noncounting) languages (cf. [15]). A lan- 
guage is star-free if it can be denoted by an extended rational expression (involving 
only boolean operations and concatenation) without the use of the star operator. 
A recognizable language X is aperiodic if there exists an integer n > 0 such that for all 
x, y, ZEA*, xy”z~X if and only if xy”+l~~X. 
In a fundamental paper Schutzenberger [22] showed that a recognizable language 
is aperiodic if and only if there exists a star-free rational expression representing it, 
that is to say, he stated the equivalence between the families of star-free languages and 
aperiodic languages. Several proofs of this theorem have been proposed (cf. [3, 10, 
Vol. B, 12, 16, 18, 20, 221). 
In this paper we first consider the extension of the notions of aperiodicity and 
star-freeness to an arbitrary monoid M. In general, these two notions do not coincide. 
We then take into account the case of the f.p.c.m. and we show that 
Schiitzenberger’s theorem can be extended to these monoids. In fact, the main result of 
this paper (Theorem 3.1) states the equality of the family of star-free trace languages 
and that of aperiodic ones. 
As regards the proof of this theorem, the part concerning the implication stating 
that an aperiodic trace language is star-free, differs only in some minor details from 
that of the analogous result in the free monoid and is not reported here. Whereas, the 
proof of the converse implication requires new arguments involving combinatorial 
properties of traces. 
As a particular case of this theorem we derive (Corollary 4.2) the Perrot’s character- 
ization (cf. [19]) of the family of aperiodic commutative languages in a free monoid: it 
is the smallest family of languages containing the subsets of the alphabet and closed 
under boolean operations and shuffle. 
A preliminary version of our main result is given in [l 11. 
2. Preliminaries 
Subsets of an arbitrary monoid. Let M be a monoid. Let us recall the definition and 
some results of the two fundamental families of subsets of M: recognizable sets and 
rational sets (cf. [lo, Vol. A]). 
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Definition 2.1. The family of recognizable sets of M, denoted by REC(M), is the family 
of the subsets of M which are saturated by some congruence of finite index over M. 
Definition 2.2. The family of rational sets of M, denoted by RAT(M), is the smallest 
family of subsets of M satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) {u}ERAT(M) for any ueM; 
(ii) RAT(M) is closed under rational operations (union, product and star 
operation). 
In general, there is no relation of inclusion between the two families REC(M) and 
RAT(M). We recall the following results. 
Proposition 2.3 (McKnight). Let M be a jnitely generated monoid. Then REC(M)c 
RAT(M). 
Theorem 2.4 (Kleene). Let M be a jinitely generated free monoid. Then REC(M)= 
RAT(M). 
The definitions of star-free and aperiodic languages (subsets of a finitely generated 
free monoid A*) (cf. [lo, Vol. B]) can be generalized to the subsets of an arbitrary 
monoid M. 
Definition 2.5. The family of star-free sets of M, denoted by SF(M), is the smallest 
family of subsets of M satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) {u}gSF(M) for any ueM; 
(ii) SF(M) is closed under boolean operations (union, intersection and com- 
plementation) and product. 
In other words, a set X G M is said to be star-free if it can be obtained from finite 
subsets of M by a finite number of boolean operations and products. Let us give some 
examples. @zSF(M); MeSF(M), because M=(0)’ (complement of 8); the finite and 
cofinite subsets of M are elements of SF(M); a principal ideal MUM, uM, Mu for UEM 
is an element of SF(M). 
We remark that, while in a finitely generated free monoid A*, the family SF(A*) is 
contained in RAT(A*)=REC(A*), in an arbitrary monoid M it can happen that 
SF(M) has no relation of inclusion with either REC(M) or RAT(M) because, in 
general, RAT(M) is not closed under complementation, and REC(M) is not closed 
under product and does not contain the singletons (u}, UEM. 
Now we define the family of aperiodic sets of a monoid M. 
Definition 2.6. A set XC M is called aperiodic if XEREC(M) and there exists an 
integer n > 0 such that for all x, y, ZE M one has 
XY”ZEX 0 xy”+lZGX. 
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We call index of X, and we denote it by i(X), the least integer n such that the above 
equivalence holds. We denote by AP(M) the family of aperiodic sets of M. By 
definition, one has AP(M) c REC(M). 
Given a monoid M and a subset Xc M, let us recall (cf. [lo, Vol. A], p. 63) that the 
syntactic congruence of X, denoted by Cx, is defined as follows: let U, EM; 
uC,o if Vs, tEM, sutEX o svtEX. 
The quotient of M by the congruence Cx is called the syntactic monoid of X and is 
denoted by Synt(X). 
The equivalence in Definition 2.6 expresses the fact that y” Cx yn+i for any GEM. 
Thus, the syntactic monoid of X is a finite aperiodic monoid or, equivalently, there 
exists a morphism from M into a finite aperiodic monoid that saturates X. We recall 
that an aperiodic monoid is a monoid such that, for some integer n, the equality 
u~=u”+’ holds for any element u of the monoid. 
In a finitely generated free monoid A *, the following fundamental result, due to 
Schtitzenberger [22], holds. 
Theorem 2.7 (Schtitzenberger [22]). SF(A*)= AP(A*). 
The equality stated in Theorem 2.7 does not hold in an arbitrary monoid M, as 
shown by the following example. Let M be a finite group, and let geM, and g be 
different from the identity of M. Let us consider the subset {g} of M. We have 
{g}&F(M) by d fi ‘t e m ion. But {g}$AP(M). In fact, let k> 1 be an integer such that 
gk = 1. For any n = rk with r > 0 an integer, we have g” #g and g”+ 1 = g. 
Free partially commutative monoids. Let us now introduce the free partially com- 
mutative monoids (cf. [4, 131). Let A be a finite alphabet, whose elements are called 
letters, and 8~ A x A be a symmetric and irreflexive relation, called commutation 
relation or independence relation. Two letters a and b such that (a, b)~0 are considered 
as independent and we say that they commute. 
Let z0 be the congruence of the free monoid A* generated by the set of pairs 
(ab, ba) with (a, b)~g. The quotient of A* by this congruence is called thefree partially 
commutative monoid generated by A and induced by the relation 8, and it is denoted by 
M(A, 0). 
The elements of M(A, g), which are equivalence classes of words of A* under the 
congruence z *, are called traces. A subset X of A* is closed with respect to z0 if 
X= cp- ‘q(X), i.e. it is saturated by cp, where cp: A*-+M(A, 0) is the canonical mor- 
phism from A* onto M(A,g). The subsets of M(A, t3) may be identified with the 
subsets of A* closed with respect to =:B and are called trace languages. 
The notions of length and alphabet of a word can be extended to traces, without 
ambiguity, since two words belonging to the same equivalence class under z0 differ 
only by the order in which the letters appear. Thus, for any trace t = q(x) of M(A, g), 
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with XEA*, we can set 
Itl=IxI (length of t), 
alph(t) = a@(x) (the set of letters appearing in t). 
We say that the traces u and v of M (A, 0) are independent and we denote this by u 0 v 
if alp/~(u) x alph(v)r@. One clearly has 
udo o uv=vu and ulph(u)nulph(v)=f$. 
The notions of prefix, suffix and factor of a word can be extended to traces. Let 
u,t~M(A,8).uisapreJixoftift=uvforsomev~M(A,8);uisasu~xoftift=uufor 
some VEM(A, 0); u is afuctor oft if t =vuw for some 0, WEM(A, 0). The prefix, suffix 
and factor relations are order relations. 
Let M(B, 0,) be the submonoid of M(A, 0) generated by the set BGA with 
0,=0nB x B. Let 7cng denote the projection morphism of M(A, 0) onto M(B, 0,) 
defined by 
%(a) = 
i 
a if aEB, 
1 otherwise. 
In a free partially commutative monoid we can characterize the recognizable and 
rational trace languages as follows (cf. [2, 6, 7, 213). 
A trace language X of M (A, 0) is recognizable if and only if cp- l(X) is a recognizable 
language of A*. 
A trace language X of M (A, 6) is rational if and only if X = q(L) for some rational 
language L of A*. 
Respectively denoting by REC(A, e), RAT(A, 0) the families of recognizable, ra- 
tional trace languages of M(A, O), we have REC(A, 0) c RAT(A, 0) by Proposition 2.3. 
Moreover, for i3#@ the inclusion is proper, as the following example shows. 
Let @#cb and a, beA such that (a, b)tzO. Let L=(ub)*. We have 
LERAT(A*)=REC(A*). Thus, cp(L)gRAT(A, 0). But (p(L)$REC(A, 0); in fact, 
cp- ’ q(L) is the set of all words over {a, b} containing the same number of u’s and of 
b’s, and it can be proved that this language is not recognizable in A*. 
The following proposition (cf. [7]) states an important closure property of the 
family REC(A, Q), which will be useful later on. 
Proposition 2.8 (Cori and Perrin [7]). Let X, YgREC(A, 0). Then XYeREC(A, 0). 
We also recall the following combinatorial lemmas on traces, which we will use in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
The first lemma is the well-known generalized Lemma of Levi (cf. [7, 141). 
Lemma 2.9. Let t,u, v, WEM(A, 0) such that tu=uw. Then there exist tI, t2, t3, t4E 
M(A, 0) such that t=tlt2, u=t3t4, v=tIt3, w=t2t4 and tZOt3. 
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The second lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2.9 and may be referred to in [7]. 
Lemma 2.10. Let x, y, z 1, . . , z,EM(A, 0). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) xy=zI...z,; 
(ii) there exist some traces rl, . . . , r,, sl, . . . , s,EM(A, 0) such that x=rl . ..I., 
y=s1... S, andfor any i=l,..., n, zi=risi and sigri+l...r,. 
The third lemma (cf. [9]) is obtained by Lemma 2.10 in the particular case in which 
Zi=Zj for any i,j= 1, 2, . . . , n. 
Lemma 2.11. Let x, y, zeM(A, g) and n >O be a positive integer. The following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(i) xy=z”; 
(ii) there exist some integers p, q, k and some traces z,,, zl,. . . , zk such that 
x=i?(z,,z1...zk-1) . . (z(,zl)(zO), 
p+q+k=n and z;gzj for O<i<j-l<k. 
3. The main result 
We respectively denote by SF(A, g), AP(A, 0) the families of star-free and aperiodic 
trace languages of M(A, t3). We remark that SF(A, e)cREC(A, QcRAT(A, 0). The 
first inclusion derives from the fact that the family of recognizable subsets of an 
arbitrary monoid M is closed under boolean operations, and also that REC(A, 0) 
contains the singletons and is closed under product (cf. Proposition 2.8). 
The main result of this paper states that the family of aperiodic trace languages and 
that of star-free ones coincide. Hence, Schtitzenberger’s theorem on the free monoid 
can be generalized to the f.p.c.m., unlike what happens with Kleene’s theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. AP(A, g)=SF(A, (3). 
The proof of the inclusion AP(A, 0) E SF(A, 0) differs only in some minor details 
from that given in [lS] of the analogous result in the free monoid: one need only 
replace “the minimal prefix” by “a prefix of minimal length”. Thus, it is not reported 
here. The proof of the inclusion SF(A, g) c AP(A, t9) is quite more difficult than that in 
the free monoid since it requires the use of combinatorial techniques on traces. 
Proof of the inclusion SF(A, t3)G AP(A, g) 
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We prove that any element of SF(A, d) has a finite index. It is easy to verify that the 
following relations hold: 
for agA i(a) = 2 
and 
for X, YERec(A, Q) i(X+ Y)<max{i(X), i(Y)} 
i(XC)= i(X). 
The difficulty of the proof lies in the case concerning the product. We remark that, 
since REC(A, 0) is closed under product, if X, YEREC(A, 0) then XY is a recognizable 
trace language, i.e. Synt(XY) is finite. For ueM(A, e), we define 
h(U)=min{jwl lw~M(A,e) and o(w)=a(u)}, 
where CJ: M(A, B)+Synt(XY) is the syntactic morphism of XY. 
We note that {h(u)lueM(A, Q)} is a finite set since Synt(XY) is finite. Thus, let 
h(XY)=max{h(u)lu~M(A, e)}. 
Let us prove that 
i(XY)<i(X)+i(Y)+h(XY) max{i(X), i(Y)}, 
that is to say, for any n >i(X)+ i( Y)+h(XY) max(i(X), i(Y)} the condition of 
aperiodicity 
xy”zeXY 0 xy”+rzExY 
must be satisfied for any x, y, zeM(A, 0). 
Actually, considering a trace y such that lyl <h(XY) is sufficient. In fact, for any 
trace t, there exists a trace y such that t Cxu y and 1 yl <h(XY). By the definition of 
Cxu, t satisfies the above condition of aperiodicity if and only if y satisfies the same 
condition. 
Thus, let x,y,z~M(A, 0) such that xy”zeXY with nBi(X)+i(Y)+ 
h(XY)max{i(X), i(Y)] and lyl<h(XY). 
We can write xy”z=uv, with UEX, VE Y. Applying Lemma 2.10, we have uv=z1z2zs 
with zi =x, z2=yn, z,=z44(A, 0). Then there exist r-r, Ye, r3, si, s2, sJeM(A, 0) such 
that 
u=YiY*YJ, VzS1S2S3, 
zi = i-psi, i= 1, 2, 3, 
s1 8 r2r3, s2 er3. 
Let us consider the equality r2s2 =y”. We apply Lemma 2.11: there exist some integers 
p, q, k and some traces y,, y,, . . . ,y, such that 
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where p+q+k=n and yi8yj for O<i<j-l<k. 
We set for i= 1, . . . , k, 
Wehaveuivi=yandviOui+,...u,fori=l,..., k - 1. Let US note that Ui is a prefix of uj 
for i=2, . . . . k and j=l,..., i- 1, and ui is a prefix of Uj for i= 1, . . . . k-l and 
j=i+l , . . , k. Moreover, it can happen that yi = 1 for some i = 0, . . . , k, which implies 
that Uk-i=Uk-i+l and uk-i=vk-i+r. Hence, We CaIl Write 
r2 =yPfpfpw PO) . . f* t 
s2=gpgp) . . . gp@'yq, 
wheref;#l, qi#l, fiqi=y for i=l, . . . . t,A#fj and qifqj for i#j, giB~+1 . ..ff for 
i= 1, . . . , t- 1, qi0S, if p(i)> 1, and p(l)+p(2)+ ... +p(t)= k. Since_& is a proper prefix 
ofyfori=l,... , t, andfi is a proper prefix offj for i=2, . . . , t and j< i, it follows that 
t<lvl. 
Let m=max{p(l),...,p(t)}. We have 
k=p(l)+ ... +p(t)<mt<mlyI. 
By the hypothesis n 3 i(X)+ i(Y)+ h(X Y) max { i(X), i(Y)} and by the equality 
n=p+q+k, we derive 
p+q+mIyl>i(X)+i(Y)+h(XY)max{i(X), i(Y)}. 
It follows that either p>i(X), or q>i(Y), or mlyI>h(XY)max{i(X),i(Y)}. 
If p>i(X), 
u=r1r2r3=r1ypfp(1)f~(2) . . .fr(‘)r3EX 
implies 
Multiplying the above element of X by u =s s s 1 2 3 we get an element of XY: 
r1yr2r3s1s2s3. Since s1 0r2r3 (which implies s,By) and s28r3, we have 
rlyr2r3s1s2s3=r1s1yr2s2r3s3=xyn+1z. Thus, xy”+‘z~XY. 
If q>i( Y), then, similarly, it can be verified that xy”+‘z~XY. 
If mIyl>h(XY)max{i(X),i(Y)}, then, since IyIdh(XY), one has 
m > max (i(X), i( Y)}. 
Let 1 be an index such that p(l)=m. We have 
u=r,r2r3=rlyPf~(1) . ..fy . ..ff”‘r.EX and m>i(X), 
implying that r,yPff(‘) m+1 . . . fl ..fP@)r,EX. 
. . P(l) Similarly, we have slg 1 . . . g;1+1 . gfcf)yqs3E Y. If we multiply these elements of 
X and Y, we get an element w of XY: 
w=rlyPffcl) m+l . . . fl ...ff(f+-3s1g~(1). . . gr+’ . . . gpCf)yqs3. 
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Since 5 8gi if p(i)> 1, we have ff’“g~“‘= (figi)p’i’=yp’i’. Thus, by the conditions of 
independence s1 8 Y~Y~, rj and gi Of,, 1 . . .ft for i = 1, . , t - 1, we get 
w=r,slyPf{(“gp”’ . ..f.““gl”” ...fP(f)g;(‘)yqr& 
=xyPyP(l) Y 
mfl 
. . . . ..yp(‘)yqz=xy”+‘zExY. 0 
We have proved that xy”z~XY * xy”+’ ZEXY. The opposite implication can be 
proved in a similar way. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. Complementary results 
Theorem 3.1 can be reformulated in terms of subsets of a free monoid. Let 
TcM(A, f3) and X=(p-‘(T). X is a subset of A* closed with respect to zO. It is easy 
to verify that Synt(X)= Synt(T). Indeed it suffices to check that 
for u,txA* UCXU * cp(U)C,cp(~), 
where Cx (resp. C,) is the syntactic congruence of X (resp. T). It follows that 
ql(AP(A, e))=AP(A*)nL(e), 
where L(B) denotes the family of subsets of A* closed with respect to zO. 
Let us now introduce a new operation over subsets of A*. Given two subsets X, Y of 
a free monoid A* and a commutation relation BGA x A, we define the O-product of 
X and Y, denoted here by X Y(mod e), as follows: 
Uie7CA,(Ui+l... U,), Ai = A\Ulph(Ui)}. 
For e=@, the B-product is the usual product of subsets of A*, and for 
O=A x A\{ (a, a)lu~A} the O-product is the shufJle of subsets of A*. 
We recall that the shuffle operation is defined as follows: 
for X, YEA* xw Y={UlUlU2U2...U,U,EA*~Ul...U,EX, Ul...U,EY}. 
Let us remark that, given two subsets X, YEAP(A*), in general, their O-product 
XY(mod 0) does not belong to AP(A*). Consider, for instance, the two sets over the 
alphabet A = {a, b} : 
x=(ubb)*, y=u*. 
We have X, YEAP(A*), but Xw Y#AP(A*). In fact, (Xw Y)n(ub)*=((ub)2)*+! 
AP(A*) and (u~)*EAP(A*). 
By using the following facts, 
(i) ‘p-l(AP(A, e))=AP(A*)nL(e), 
(ii) AP(A, 0) is closed under product, 
(iii) cP-‘(RS)=cp-‘(R)cp-l(S)(mode) for any R, SEM(A, O), 
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we obtain that if X and Y are closed with respect to zO, then 
X, YEAP(A*) implies X Y(mod @gAP(A*). 
Moreover, since 9 - (RuS)=cp-'(R)ucp-'(S), cP-l(RnS)=cp-'(R)ncp-'(S), 
q-l(Rc)=(cp-l(R))c andcp-‘(a)= f a or any UEA, Theorem 3.1 may be reformulated in 
terms of subsets of a free monoid as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. The family of aperiodic subsets of A* closed with respect to z:e coincides 
with the smallest family of subsets of A* containing the singletons {a}, for aEA, and 
closed under boolean operations and B-product. 
In the particular case of O= A x A\{(a, a)ja~A}, we obtain the following result of 
Perrot (cf. [19]). 
Corollary 4.2. The family of commutative aperiodic subsets of A* coincides with the 
smallest family of subsets of A* containing the singletons (a}, for aEA, and closed under 
boolean operations and shufJle. 
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